
Cindy Allen-Stuckey, CEO of Making Performance Matter 
and founder of Yes! Shift Happens!, is passionate about 
empowering entrepreneurs and leaders. Entrepreneurs and 
leaders hire Cindy to “make performance matter” where 
she helps them break free from their fears, limiting beliefs 
and actions to translate strategy into action allowing them 
to surpass their goals and enjoy more freedom. 
Cindy holds masters’ degrees in both management 
and education; and is certified in Human Performance 
Improvement and Executive Coaching,  and Extended DISC. 
Cindy has been featured in Forbes and “O” Magazines and 
uses her 25 years’ experience in three global manufacturing 
organizations to collaborate with a broad range of clients. 

Cindy Allen-Stuckey
Speaker – Author – Trainer – Coach
• 

“Cindy is a “true diamond” in the world of training, coaching, writing and effective organizational 
change. Cindy’s approach to organizational change; leadership and people development is leading-
edge and makes her part of the top 5% in the world of organizational architecture that not only knows 
what to do, but can actually make it happen in “real world applications”. 

I consider Cindy to be a true “thought leader”. Cindy takes the concepts, theories, ideas and tools 
of organizational change and development and puts them into a model that is understandable and 
practical when coaching and mentoring others.” Dan Stoelb, Founder Research Analytics Center, 
Founder of The Social Lean@ model

“At Knauf, Cindy was instrumental in developing 
and implementing the Performance Planning and 
Development Process which included the front-end, 
forward-looking conversations with ongoing coaching 
sessions. Her insights allowed us to be ahead of the 
game 10+ years ago while companies are just now 
stepping into it and claiming this concept as “new.” 
I’m so grateful for her expertise and for Cindy driving 
performance management where it needed to be. 
She effortlessly teaches people what they need to 
know in a way they can understand!” Mike Hudson, 
VP of Human Resources, The Billy Graham Evangelistic 
Association

Join the Movement.
Make the Shift.Yes! Shift Happens!

As Seen 
In



Shift Your Mindset, Transform Your Life
Do you feel like something is holding you back from being the amazing 
individual you’re called to be? Perhaps you feel like you’re doing every-
thing right, but you’re not seeing the results and you can’t understand 
why. Research shows that 80% of the reasons holding us back from 
achieving what we want is internal. Imagine being able to make a shift 
so that you not only reach, but even surpass, all your goals and as an 
added bonus, you break the chain of limiting thoughts about who you 
are and all you can be. Discover the steps to shift your mindset and im-
prove your ability to succeed in all areas of your life.

Eliminate the Strategy/Execution Disconnect
Did your organization reach all of its business goals last year? Re-
search shows that more than 85% of businesses do not execute their 
plans and strategies well. The cost of poor execution can result in the 
loss of thousands to billions of dollars, depending on the size of your 
organization. For your organization to continue to gain competitive 
advantage, business plan execution is a key determiner of success. 
But it doesn’t happen by itself—it has to be focused, managed, and 
measured. Discover the formula for bridging the gap between strat-
egy and business plan making and successful strategy and business 
plan execution.

Other Popular Topics
• Promote a Growth Mindset in  Your Organization
• Lead With an Entrepreneurial Mindset
• Create a Personal Advisory Board
• Shift Your Time Management
• Shift Your Decision Making
• Take Massive Action - NOW!
• Embrace Your Limitations

Book Cindy Today!
cindy@cindyallenstuckey.com       812.343.4366

KEYNOTES AND PRESENTATIONS

Create a Powerful Impact for Your Audience! 

Contact Cindy today for your...
• Speaking Engagement
• Podcast Interviews
• Guest Blog Posts
• Publications


